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Therefore, effective detection of DoS attacks is essential to the
protection of online services. Work on DoS attack detection
mainly focuses on the development of network - based
detection mechanisms. Detection systems based on these
mechanisms monitor traffic transmitting over the protected
networks. These mechanisms release the protected online
servers from monitoring attacks and ensure that the servers
can dedicate themselves to provide quality services with
minimum delay in response. Moreover, network-based
detection systems are loosely coupled with operating systems
running on the host machines which they are protecting. As a
result, the configurations of network based detection systems
are less complicated than that of host-based detection systems.
Generally, network-based detection systems can be classified
into two main categories, namely misuse based detection
systems [1] and anomaly-based detection systems [2]. Misusebased detection systems detect attacks by monitoring network
activities and looking for matches with the existing attack
signatures. In spite of having high detection rates to known
attacks and low false positive rates, misuse-based detection
systems are easily evaded by any new attacks and even
variants of the existing attacks. Furthermore, it is a
complicated and labor intensive task to keep signature
database updated because signature generation is a manual
process and heavily involves network security expertise.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A Wireless
Sensor
networks
is
distributed autonomous sensors to monitor physical
or
environmental
conditions,
such
as temperature, sound, pressure, etc. and to cooperatively pass
their data through the network to a main location. The more
modern networks are bi-directional, also enabling control of
sensor activity. The development of wireless sensor networks
was motivated by military applications such as battlefield
surveillance; today such networks are used in many industrial
and consumer applications, such as industrial process
monitoring and control, machine health monitoring, and so on.
The WSN is built of “nodes” – from a few to several hundreds
or even thousands, where each node is connected to one (or
sometimes several) sensors. DENIAL-OF-SERVICE (DoS)
attacks are one type of aggressive and menacing intrusive
behavior to online servers. DoS attacks severely degrade the
availability of a victim, which can be a host, a router, or an
entire network. They impose intensive computation tasks to
the victim by exploiting its system vulnerability or flooding it
with huge amount of useless packets. The victim can be forced
out of service from a few minutes to even several days. This
causes serious damages to the services running on the victim.

II. EXISTING SYSTEM

Interconnected systems, such as Web servers, database
servers, cloud computing servers etc, are now under threads
from network attackers. As one of most common and
aggressive means, Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks cause
serious impact on these computing systems.
This makes our solution capable of detecting known and
unknown DoS attacks effectively by learning the patterns of
legitimate network traffic only.
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT

The objective of DoS attacks s to consume resources, such
as memory, CPU processing space, or network bandwidth, in
an attempt to make them unreachable to end users by blocking
network communication or denying access to services.
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IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM
frequent update of the attack signature data base in the case of
misuse-based detection are avoided. Meanwhile, the
In this DoS attack detection system that uses
mechanism enhances the robustness of the proposed detectors
Multivariate Correlation Analysis (MCA) for accurate network
and makes them harder to be evaded because attackers need to
traffic characterization by extracting the geometrical
Figure1: Block diagram of outbreak detection of veto of
correlations between network traffic features. Our MCA-based
service.
DoS attack detection system employs the principle of anomalygenerate attacks that match the normal traffic profiles built by a
based detection in attack recognition. This makes our solution
specific detection algorithm. This, however, is a labor-intensive
capable of detecting known and unknown DoS attacks
task and requires expertise in the targeted detection algorithm.
effectively by learning the patterns of legitimate network traffic
Specifically, two phases (i.e.,the “Training Phase” and the
only. Furthermore, a triangle-area-based technique is proposed
“Test Phase”).
to enhance and to speed up the process of MCA. The
effectiveness of our proposed detection system is evaluated
using KDD Cup 99 dataset, and the influences of both nonnormalized data and normalized data on the performance of the
proposed detection system are examined. The whole detection
process consists of three major steps as shown in Figure.1. The
sample-by-sample detection mechanism is involved in the
whole detection phase (i.e., Steps1, 2 and 3) and is detailed.
In Step1, basic features are generated from ingress network
traffic to the internal network where protected servers reside in
and a reused to form traffic records for a well-defined time
interval. Monitoring and analyzing at the destination network
reduce the overhead of detecting malicious activities by
concentrating only on relevant in bound traffic.

Advantages
The results show that our system outperforms two
other previously developed state-of-the-art approaches in terms
of detection accuracy. To find various attacks from the user to
avoid Network Intrusion.
V. INTRUSION DETECTOR IN OSI LAYER

Intrusion detection system is placed on a network to
analyze traffic in search of unwanted or malicious events.
Network traffic is built on various layers; each layer delivers
data from one point to another.
The OSI model and transmission control protocol (TCP)/IP
model show how each layer stacks up. Within the TCP/IP
model, the lowest link layer controls how data flows on the
wire, such as controlling voltages and the physical addresses
of hardware, like mandatory access control (MAC) addresses.
The Internet layer controls address routing and contain the IP
stack. The transport layer controls data flow and checks data
integrity. It includes the TCP and user datagram protocol
(UDP). Lastly, the most complicated but most familiar level is
the application layer, which contains the traffic used by
programs. Application layer traffic includes the Web
(hypertext transfer protocol [HTTP]), file transfer protocol
(FTP), email, etc. Most NIDSs detect unwanted traffic at each
layer, but concentrate mostly on the application layer.

Figure 1: Framework of the proposed denial–of-Service attack detection
system.

This also enables our detector to provide protection which
is the best fit for the targeted internal network because
legitimate traffic profiles used by the detectors are developed
for a smaller number of network services.
Step 2 is Multivariate Correlation Analysis, in which the
“Triangle Area Map Generation” module is applied to extra ct
the correlations between two distinct features within each
traffic record coming from the first step or the traffic record
normalized by the “Feature Normalization” module in this step
(Step2).The occurrence of network intrusions cause changes to
these correlations so that the changes can be used as indicators
to identify the intrusive activities. All the extracted
correlations, namely triangle areas stored in Triangle Area
Maps (TAMs), are the n used tore place the original basic
features or the normalized features to represent the traffic
records. This provides higher discriminative information to
differentiate between legitimate and illegitimate traffic records.
InStep3, the anomaly-based detection mechanism is
adopted in Decision Making. It facilitates the detection of any
DoS attacks without requiring any attack relevant knowledge.
Furthermore, the labor-intensive attack analysis and the

VI. GENERATION OF HASHED BASED MAC
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Cryptography, a keyed hash message authentication code
(HMAC) is a specific construction for calculating a message
authentication code (MAC) involving a cryptographic hash
function in combination with a secret cryptographic key. As
with any MAC, it may be used to simultaneously verify both
the data integrity and the authentication of a message. Any
cryptographic hash function, such as MD5 or SHA1, may be
used in the calculation of an HMAC; the resulting MAC
algorithm is termed HMACMD5 or HMACSHA1 accordingly.
The cryptographic strength of the HMAC depends upon the
cryptographic strength of the underlying hash function, the size
of its hash output, and on the size and quality of the key. An
iterative hash function breaks up a message into blocks of a
fixed size and iterates over them with a compression function.
For example, MD5 and SHA1 operate on 512bit blocks. The
size of the output of HMAC is the same as that of the
underlying hash function (128 or 160 bits in the case of MD5
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or SHA1, respectively), although it can be truncated if desired.
used. This is done so that the errors from a module do not carry
The definition and analysis of the HMAC construction was
on, into the system affecting further development.
first published in 1996 by Mihir Bellare, Ran Canetti, and
VIII. IMPLEMENTATION
Hugo Krawczyk, who also wrote RFC 2104. This paper also
defined a variant called NMAC that is rarely, if ever, used.
Functional:
FIPS PUB 198 generalizes and standardizes the use of
Control the Congestion in Router; Hmac Key generation,
HMACs. HMACSHA1 and HMACMD5 are used within the
Shortest Distance Path selection in the router ,Protects the
IPSec and TLS protocols.
Files from Malicious data injected node or traffic node , The
data will collect by using data aggregate router, Identifying the
intrusion in IDS manager. Find the malicious or traffic node
forwards the control to Test phase, Filtering the
traffic/malicious content in the attacker database.
Non Functional Requirement:
Security: The system should allow a secured communication
between Sender and Router and Receiver.
Energy Efficiency: The Time consumed by the Router to
transfer the File’s Packets from the Receiver.
Figure3: Generation of Hash based mac
Reliability: The system should be reliable and must not
VII. KDD CUP’99
degrade the performance of the existing system and should not
lead to the hanging of the system.
The task for classifiers learning contest organized in
conjunction with KDD’99 conference was to learn a predictive
IX. CONCLUSION
model (i.e. classifier) capable of distinguishing between
This paper has presented a MCA-based DoS attack detection
legitimate and illegitimate connections in a computer network.
system which is powered by the triangle-area based MCA
technique and the anomaly-based detection technique. The
KDD’99 Task Description
former technique extracts the geometrical correlations hidden
Software to detect network intrusions protects a computer
in individual pairs of two distinct features within each network
network from unauthorized user including perhaps insiders.
traffic record, and offers more accurate characterization for
The intrusion detector learning task is to build a predictive
network traffic behaviors. The latter technique facilitates our
model (i.e. classifier) capable of distinguishing between “bad”
system to be able to distinguish both known and unknown
connections, called intrusions or attacks, and “good” normal
DoS attacks from legitimate network traffic.
connections.
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